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13. Galibi Tarıqat 
 
 

Engin AKSU1 
 
 
 

Galibi Tariqat; while was an arm of the union of Kadiriye and Rufaiyye Tariqats,has 
completed its independent spritual organisation as becoming the 13th.Tariqa.It has taken its place in 
the Mohammedian Sufism as the 13th.Tariqat. 

 
In the head of the Tariqa, there is Galip Hasan Kuşçuoğlu as the founder of the Tariqat. Galip 

Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU,lives in İstanbul,Turkey at the moment.KUŞÇUOĞLU,who is accomplishing 
his duty as the Sheikh,is coming from the Prophet's race both from the father and mother side and his 
ancestry leans on to the famous astronomy scientist Ali KUŞÇU of the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Era. 

 
Galip Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU,has devoted his life to  Service while making conversations, 

writing books and building place of worships. To his accomplishments and services there has come 
letter of expressing gratitudes even from the world leaders.Some of those leaders are: 

 
The president of the United States of America, Bill Clinton, Prince Of Wales, Prince Charles, 

Spanish President of the State, Jose Luis Rodriguez, United Kingdom prime minister Tony Blair... 
 
You could see those letters in www.galibi.com site under 'letters of acknowledgement' part 

and you can find everything about the things you would like to learn on Galibi Tariqa. 
 
One of the biggest aims of Galip Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU,is to establish the brothership amoung 

the believers of the Divine Books while ending unnecessary enmity amoung them. 
 

Some of his views are: 
 

a)    The ones who believe in God are Muslims and our brothers whether they are Isevi or Jewish 
or even not bound to any Prophet. 

b)   We should belive in all the Prophets wihout discriminating.  
c)   There is no influence of the Divine Books that has come before. 
d)   In Koran,we should accept the existence and the brothership of the believers of the Divine 

Books which Allah praises. 
 
It is called Dervish to the members of the Tariqa and who are bound to the Saints.Some of the 

recommendations of Sheikh Galip Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU to his dervishes are: 
 

1. It should be our aim to become a man to Allah. 
2. Stop the ways to pride,existence,arrogance and egoism in your real self to prevent them to be 

opened ever again with your will, even it is hard to do so. 
3. Always choose the earnings that are legimate by Islam to earn your living. 
4. Never violate the rights of others. 
5. Never use the spritualism to earn your living. 
6. Whatever is the reason, never tell lie. 
7. Do not talk behind people. 
8. Never get away from uprightness even it may cause a loss to you. 
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9. Do not make fault to serve and respect,and to love your Elders of Tariqa. 
10. Give respect to the ones older than you. 
11. Do not neglect the daily duty that you have promised Allah to perform all the time. 

 
 In certain days of the week, ceremony of the Remembrance of Allah(Zikir) is being 

accomplished as a group. 
 
 Dervishes become ready with establishing a circle order in a systematic way. Allah,is 

remembered loudly with a certain rhythm and harmony with Hymn as a background music. Other than 
that, there are daily duties of the dervishes which have given by the Sheikh. 

 
There are foundations which were established by the Tariqa to give service.Head of the 

Foundation is Galip Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU.It gives service in Turkey and in many countries under the 
name of Kuşçuoğlu Vakfı.There are some services like; distributing bread to destitutes,giving 
scholarships to students, distributing coal. 

 
Galip Hasan KUŞÇUOĞLU,invites all the people in the world to benefit from his spritual 

duty whatever be their religion,language and nationality. 
 


